Terrorism Intelligence Analysis (TIA): This course is designed for both collectors and consumers of intelligence, as well as newly assigned terrorism intelligence analysts and terrorism liaison officers (TLO). While the course provides the basics of criminal intelligence analysis methodology, the information is presented within the framework of intelligence as it relates to terrorist activity.

Topics include:

- The Intelligence Process
- Information Collection and Sourcing
- Information Analysis and Developing Intelligence Products
- Intelligence Failures and Pitfalls
- Creative and Critical Thinking
- Intelligence Legal and Ethical Issues
- Case Study: The Anatomy of a Hostile Surveillance
- Applicable Intelligence Case Studies

Course Length: 3 Days
DHS Certification Number: CA-018-PREV

For the course schedule visit www.caloes.ca.gov/CSTI

About CSTI

CSTI has evolved into a statewide enterprise with responsibility for supporting training, exercises and education in a wide variety of public safety areas including but not limited to; emergency management, homeland security, hazardous materials, disaster recovery and crisis communications.

For more information regarding this or other courses we offer, please call:
(805)-594-2100
Email us at: CSTIinfo@caloes.ca.gov